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LAS VEGAS: The robot breadmaker came to Las Vegas this
week, aiming to bring some freshness to a sector that may be
ready for disruption. Wilkinson Baking Company unveiled its
BreadBot at the Consumer
Electronics Show, a machine
that mixes and bakes up to 235
loaves a day. Chief executive
Randall Wilkinson said the
device can lower costs and pro-
duce fresher breads than are
available in most American
supermarkets.

“Consumers want the fresh-
est thing possible, but when
they go into the store they don’t
know when that bread was
baked,” said Wilkinson, a mem-
ber of the family-owned firm in Walla Walla, Washington.
Wilkinson said the machine, which takes up as much room as
a mid-sized car, has more automation technology than bread
factories, and can produce at a far lower cost. He noted that
using in-store robotic machines could eliminate the need for

truck delivery, which accounts for as much as 45 percent of
the cost of most bread. This means profits could get a rise.
The company is in talks with major supermarket chains and

also plans to deliver the
robots to the US military for
making buns on carrier fleets,
Wilkinson said.

The bread robot-which
was at a startup showcase
Sunday and will be on the
show floor from today-joins
a line of devices aimed at
disrupting the food industry,
including pizza-making
robots and robotic baristas.
The current generation of
BreadBot is designed for

standard kinds of loaves but Wilkinson said the robots can
be adapted for customized breads, even French baguettes.
“At some point you will be able to order a special loaf on
your phone-you can add sunflower seeds, use less salt or
whatever-and pick it up in an hour,” he said. —AFP 
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Breadmaking robot startup 
eyes fresh connections

Japan billionaire 
says ‘free cash’ 
tweet most shared 
of all time
TOKYO: Billionaire Japanese tycoon and future
space tourist Yusaku Maezawa said yesterday his
tweet promising a cash giveaway of nearly $10,000
was the most retweeted ever. The 43-year-old
Maezawa posted a tweet on Saturday promising
one million yen ($9,250) in cash each to 100 ran-
domly selected followers who had retweeted it by
Monday. The tweet-now retweeted more than 4.3
million times-is the most shared in history, accord-

ing to the entrepreneur. “Hit the new world record.
Surpassed Twitter’s world record number of
retweets (it was 3.55 million RTs before) and more
people are still retweeting,” wrote the high-profile
Maezawa. The previous record-holder was an
American teenager in 2017 trying to win a year’s
supply of chicken nuggets from fast food chain
Wendy’s, according to media. In October, Maezawa
said he paid an undisclosed sum for a ticket on fel-
low tycoon Elon Musk’s SpaceX rocket around the
moon as early as 2023.

Maezawa will hitch a ride aboard Musk’s Big
Falcon Rocket, which SpaceX has acknowledged may
not be ready for human flight for at least five years.

Known as a passionate art collector, he also plans
to take around half a dozen artists with him on the
trip. Maezawa is chief executive of Japan’s largest
online fashion store and is the 18th richest person in
Japan, with an estimated fortune of $2 billion, accord-
ing to business magazine Forbes. — AFP 

LAS VEGAS: An attendee plays with pinball machine by Stern Pinball.

LAS VEGAS: The Bread Bot — a fully automated bread-making machine that mixes, kneads, proofs, bakes
and sells bread like a vending machine is displayed at CES Unveiled, the preview event for CES 2019 con-
sumer electronics show in Las Vegas, Nevada. — AFP photos

Bread robot can produce at far lower cost


